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Next Meeting:
Wednsday, May 28th, 2014 - 6:30 PM

President’s Column - Bill Fowle

Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall

With the success of the John Beaver Jig workshop, the Greeters program
and events like Brentwood and the Chapter Challenge, it is wonderful to see members being involved, working together and getting to know one another a little better. Let’s keep it up!

318 Keary St., New Westminster
April food suppliers:
Cathy Friesen, Merv Graham, Laurie Griffiths,
Ron Hadar, Steve Hansen & Harry Harteveld

I was very disappointed with the turn out for Andre Martel. Those who
attended said he put on an excellent demo and class. Our guild was founded to help
educate and broaden the horizons of turning for our members. A major way we do
this is by inviting world class demonstrators to come and show us their stuff. It
doesn’t matter where you are in your turning career, novice, intermediate or pro
there is ALWAYS something that you can learn from these turners. Even if you have
seen them demonstrate before, you WILL learn something new each time. Art
works very hard every year to bring us four or five of the very best turners from
around the world, each with varying styles and techniques, so not only can we learn
about new and varying techniques, but we also see how these people are pushing
the limits of traditional turning. Maybe seeding an idea or a style that we would like
to pursue. I am proud to know that our Guild has a really good reputation with
traveling demonstrators, and they are excited to demo for us. That may change if
we are only bringing out twenty people for the demo and 2 for the class. So please
come out and support our demos. You WILL be surprised how much you learn.
A couple of new Board members were asking about the demonstrator accreditation
process, and doing some research into it, we found the program itself is excellent
but it appears as though the records are a mess. We have some changes coming
that I will announce as soon as we finalize them.

April’s Greeter’s:
Gerry Vickers, Phil Vetra, Chris Van Netten,
Dell Valair, David Urquahart & Maria Urich
•

Tech Talk — Bruce Campbell will host a forum
for your technical questions.

•

Focus on form and finish — Larry Steveson will
moderate a critique of your pieces.

•

New members forum — How to get the most
out of being a member of the GVWG.

•

FoF—Jay Mapson will be demonstrating penturning.

May 2014

Big thanks to Ed for securing our storage area at the Pensioner’s hall.
Now we can leave the A/V and photo gear there without worrying. I will be distributing keys to the appropriate people at the next meeting.
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I can’t wait to see what you all bring for the Past President’s Challenge ’20
Somethings’ although I am worried if we will be able to see Maarten’s entry.
June’s Presidents Challenge will be ‘Not Wood’. I think we will get some fun entries
to that one as well.
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Wrestling with the President’s Challenge - Bruce Campbell
I enjoyed the President’s Challenge this month. I used it to practice working with square-edge turning and enjoyed “watching”
myself learn to do it better each time.

The Prototype
I chose a square-edge project because I have always had trouble getting clean cuts
on them. I wanted to practice so I could get past the problem. I started by looking around
the shop for some wood to use – I found a baseball bat blank, 36”x3”x3¼”. This let me
know I was doing an end-grain project and I decided to turn a square bowl on a tall foot.
To help follow the steps, see the finished prototype at right.

I cut off a 2” piece from the blank, marked the centres using a cabinet marker and turned my prototype between centres. I
knew I would need to hold the project by the top so I could to do the bottom so I used a 3/8” bowl gouge to cut the “inside” of the
bowl leaving a tenon so I could chuck later. I then removed the drive spur from the chuck (I prefer to mount it there rather than in the
headstock morse taper – its faster to change) and grabbed the piece with my chuck with #2 jaws and roughed down the bottom. As this
was the prototype I had to work out a pleasant diameter, height, and taper for the foot and also practice the undercut of the bowl section until I reached a pleasant size for the top. Finally, I cut out the inside of the foot down to the bottom of the bowl. I found myself
using several tools to try to get the inside smooth and finally settled on a ½” round nose scraper with a Raffan profile (see Fig 2).

I tried to keep sanding to a minimum so kept my tools sharp and practiced my best “downhill” cuts throughout – made easier
by the fact it was end-grain oriented.
When the prototype was done it was 1 ¾” tall so I marked the blank and cut it into equal billets. I ran into a small problem
with a bark inclusion on the last 6” of the blank. That meant I would have to be “creative” with the last three pieces and you will see
those of the President’s Challenge table at the next meeting.

Improving the Process

From past experience I knew I could improve my process by watching what I was doing and “fixing” the things that took too
much time. My first improvement was to skip using the drive spur by pushing the piece directly on to the jaws of the chuck. The next
one was to stop calculating the centre with the cabinet marker and to trust my eye. I found that with a little practice I could mark centre quickly and accurately without by eye.
Cutting the tenon was the same as cutting the top of the piece but striving to make the tenons all the same size made it easier
and quicker to reverse mount them in the jaws because it took less turns of the chuck key.
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Wrestling with the President’s Challenge - Continued
In the prototype I spent a lot of time fussing with the diameter and height of the foot. Once the billets were cut I realized
that if I concentrated on the thickness of the bowl section the height of the foot would happen automatically. I also started off using
Galbert Calipers to size the base of the foot but soon realized I could mark the diameter much quicker and more accurately using
simple dividers. The taper of the foot (smaller at the top) turned out to be one of those things I could just not measure and leave to
“feel”. If the bottom of the bowl section was right then the taper could be finessed while cleaning up where the bowl and foot met.
In the prototype I used the bowl gouge in the traditional bowl manner to hollow out the foot. In production I reversed the
lathe and did the cut “backwards”. This was quick and meant I didn’t have to lean over so much. I also could do a light sanding on
the foot and underside of the bowl.

But the BIG improvement came when I realized I could mark the gouge and scraper with a line to show how deep I was.
This meant I did not have to stop the lathe to measure – a big saving.
To finish the top by cutting off the tenon I just grabbed the bottom of the foot with the chuck. And there I found another
improvement - if I made the tenon just a little bigger than the base of the foot I could reduce jaw movement even more.
Finally, I had to sand the top of the piece – always difficult with a square edge. So instead, I mounted a sanding disk in my
drill press and hand-held the piece against it. This method worked remarkably well. It was controllable, I could see what I was doing,
and I could bring the dust collection line up close to catch all the dust. The sides of the square bowl were rough so I sanded then
with a disk sander mounted in the lathe.
It took about 45 minutes to do the prototype and three hours to do the 17 others (about 10 minutes each). I also realized
afterwards that I could have done them using a production line process where each step is done to all the pieces at once – all the
tenons, then all the feet, etc. I have done that before but it can be really boring and harder to discover some improvements such as
making the tenon the same size as the base of the foot. I save the production line process for jobs I completely understand first.

In summary, this was a fun President’s Challenge and gave me a chance to mess around with square edge bowl cuts. It also
reminded me that by watching myself work I can always find little things to improve my process.
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The Beaver Bandsaw Jig Workshop - David Sweet
A collection of Guild members find themselves gathered in a workshop on a Saturday. They approach a large
project using collaborative efforts. The outcomes are excellent. A good time was had by all. Does this sound familiar?
It happens repeatedly in many shops with many groups of woodturners and in many places. And it happened for a band
of our members on April 26 at Ed Pretty’s shop when nine turners took on the challenge of some complicated flatwork—the Beaver bandsaw jig.
Ron Hadar, Jim Johnson, Ron Kredba, Kent Lindsey, Brian Lunt, Rob MacKay, Ross Pilgrim, Ed Pretty and David
Sweet arrived at Ed’s shop in Langley, BC early Saturday morning for a 9 o’clock start. After the tools, supplies, shop
clothes and accessories that were brought by each turner were dropped in the shop and everyone marvelled at Ed’s
well-equipped studio, it was decision time.
Inventor of the bandsaw jig for cutting waveforms in blanks, John Beaver, is well known for the beauty and
uniqueness of his wave vessels. But the handout he left after his March 14 Guild demo that showed “plans” for building
his jig turned out to be more than a bit difficult to follow. It contained a note that reads: Do not publish this on the internet. So John wants no one to share information about the jig. But maybe this apparent lack of information in the plan
was also an attempt by him to limit just who can build it! We had to put our heads together for considerable time to
come up with a course of action. A lot of things needed to be interpreted from a few photos and a couple of sentences. And even after this, throughout the day there were continual head scratching attempts to decipher the design,
interpret the notes and fill in a lot of missing information. Undaunted, the group carried on.
Ed Pretty and Jim Johnson had purchased the needed supplies, including Baltic birch plywood, screws, nuts and
bolts, handles, etc. Some of the group offered to measure and cut jig pieces. Some machined slots, holes and runners.
Others focused on edge treatments and sliding mechanisms throughout the morning. The group divided itself to set up
3–4 workstations to produce various components. Work on jig parts used the table saw, drill press, chop saw, router
table and then a lot of hand and machine sanding. It was fun, safe and effective.
Ed raided his stash of hardwoods in order to find stock from which to cut slide runners for the base and jig.
Strips of this were also inserted as decorative design elements on to the top face of the bottom plate of the jig—two
parallel lines filled with hardwood followed the shape of the grooves on the opposite side as an accent, but also added
strength back to the bottom plate.
What was remarkable about the day was that the Guild members that were present here followed the same
unspoken format observed at the monthly meetings in Sapparton. Roles and work tasks didn’t need to be assigned because everyone pitched in when they saw a task that needed doing. Things just seemed to get done. One person
needed help so two would come over to assist. The camaraderie was strong and helped everyone not only to participate but also to learn. And Ed’s shop is an amazing collection of good tools of various ages so this really fostered a
good collaborative effort. Saw and sanding dust got a little thick inside the shop despite a highly effective collection system simply because there were so many people working with so many tools at the same time.
Lunch was another collaborative effort! Members brought burgers, buns, fixings, salad, etc. along with soft
drinks and a spread was set out so that the team could watch the maestro on the grill do his magic. The wet weather
broke long enough for everyone to set out the lunch on the deck and enjoy a bit of sun while chatting about the progress and how the jig design might be improved.
A long afternoon was spent refining jig parts, sanding sections and small pieces, working out solutions to fitting
various spindle sizes into the upright components of the jig, and dry assembling parts. It was the most fun of the day.
Bottles of glue, a few screws and clamps were brought out.
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The Beaver Bandsaw Jig Workshop - Continued
A lot of hands reached through a crowd to steady the many right-angle parts during gluing. A few jokes and
guffaws made it memorable. Then final assembly revealed the results of the days work. Awesome!
Despite the number of workers and the combined set of skills, which was impressive, the time it took to build
and finally assemble the Beaver bandsaw jig was longer and more complex than anticipated. The members took their
prized jigs, cleaned and packed their tools, and thanked Ed and Arlene for being such gracious hosts. Most depart by
6:30pm. A great time was had by all. Then it was off home to try to figure out how to mount this on the bandsaw,
adjust it to its maximum effectiveness, and give ‘er a try. Now where did I put that plan?
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Al Koehn:Turning a Pepper Grinder - Maarten Meerman
Al Koehn put a lot of minds at rest during last
months demonstration of his style and technique of making
pepper mills. As several people, myself included, commented
later, seeing someone actually taking a grinder mechanism and
fitting it to a piece of freshly turned wood makes it a lot less
scary to go out and spend money on the hardware. It also
makes it possible to give in to those requests from the rest of
the family, whether spoken or just indicated by that stare at
the old plastic pepper shaker on the dining table.
Al started by showing some nice images of laminated
versions, to help the creative juices. He explained that gluing a
large block from 12" planks allows several blanks to be cut off.
He cuts them slightly diagonally, at what looks to be about 20 degrees, for even more visual interest. He then showed in
a diagram how to select a piece for the top from the same laminated blank. Time for some shavings, and he proceeded
put his a 2-1/2" blank into the lathe to show us how it is done. Not before the new demonstration plexiglass screen was
put in place to keep us viewers safe though. He drilled a series of clearance and through-holes in the main body and the
top with a selection of forstner bits, all selected to accommodate the grinder mechanism, and as the through hole accommodates both the peppercorns and the metal shaft, it is well oversized, and can be drilled from both sides, as long
as they roughly meet in the middle. The depth of the holes is also very forgiving: he explained that he just eyeballs the
drilling depth gauging from the thickness of the drill bit.
He left a little lip on the top of the main body, and drills the matching hole in the top to keep them aligned in
use. This is where he tested the audience, to see whether they would spot him trying to put the lip on the wrong side.
With all the drilling done, he put the top and the body together, and clamped them between the chuck and the
tail stock before turning the details on the outside. Putting them together allows turning pleasing shapes, while ensuring
continuity of the beads and coves across the complete length of the finished grinder.
Al explained that he uses Wipe-On-Poly (made e.g. by Minwax, get it from your local hardware store), to coat
both the inside and the outside of the turning. This ensures that many different woods can be used without smells transferring into the pepper. He does not sand the inside: slowly drilling with sharp forstner bits provides quite smooth
enough results. I suppose that it is not advisable to stick fingers with sandpaper into small holes in rotating pieces of
wood anyway, if we want to complete the project without a trip to the hospital.
At the end Al put the whole grinder together, showing how the various parts fit in, and showing that some of
the parts have additional little screws to lock them to the body and the top, respectively. These screws keep the
mechanism securely tied to in place, and deal with the substantial twisting force during grinding.
I heard several people commenting that they would go and give it a try, so I look forward to the next instant
gallery table, and next time when the family is looking for freshly-ground pepper, you too could have the pleasure of
seeing your artistic handiwork in action.

Thanks to Al Koehn for an entertaining and informative presentation.
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A Day with André and Annie - Ed Pretty
Sometimes you roll the dice and win. André Martel’s workshop was one of those times for me. Originally I had
not planned to attend because that weekend had been fully booked for quite some time. I will confess that one of the
reasons that I did was so that one of our new members, Annie Préfontaine, was the only member signed up. The other
was that even though I have a couple of his hook tools, I wasn’t confident using them. I blew off my Sunday commitment
to attend the workshop and am very glad that I did. As it turned out, the hook tools were a very minor part of the day
with the emphasis on end grain hollowing using a bowl gouge and other end grain tools other than his own. He took a
huge portion of the day to help Annie with basics which I didn’t mind at all. Bonus for Annie (new turners take note).
André very graciously adapted his shtick for the two of us.
Having only one other member in the class was like having a personal tutorial for each of us. Annie is a new
turner so she lucked out having a professional by her side for most of the day. I, on the other hand, had to throw something at him to get his attention. I’m kidding of course, André was there instantly whenever I had a question. I’m sorry I
don’t have any photos of the day because the whole thing was so last-minute for me.
Originally I assumed (because he hadn’t said anything to the contrary prior to his visit) that it would be all
about using the hook tool, but the emphasis was on end grain hollowing in general which prepared us for the hook tool
at the end. For those of you who were at the demo, I am sure this is old news. You can remove an amazing amount of
wood very quickly and be totally cutting the whole time using a simple bowl gouge. The key, of course is to start at 12
o’clock and sweep to between and 2 o’clock. Pretty much upside down compared to normal. He then showed us how
to use the ring tool and Termite, then finally the hook tool which all follow much the same pattern. Luckily I had been
assigned homework prior to the workshop to prepare me for the day. Watching his video helped a lot and basically
brought me up to speed in the absence of the demo. Having said that, watching the video or a demonstration is nothing
like putting the rubber on the road yourself. But then, that is true of almost anything.
As far as bowl gouge work, he sharpens his gouge to 65 degrees rather than the shallower angle that I use personally. We had a good discussion about that. He had some very valid points – enough that I think I will try that on a
spare gouge and at the very least reserve that for end grain work. It certainly worked better than my own at about 45
degrees. The other thing that he has is a bowl gouge sharpened in the traditional pattern (straight across) but a very
shallow angle – perhaps about 20 degrees – that he calls a skew gouge. He roughs out the exterior then finish turns the
interior. After that he goes back to the exterior with the skew gouge and shear cuts the finished form using light from
the interior as his main guide while cutting. Of course it is thin enough that he still measured wall thickness as he goes.
The finish is as if it was cut with a skew but you could never get even a 1” skew to do that on that large radius. His logic
is that the wood is being cut in compression and is therefore still quite strong when it is very thin. It is certainly much
stronger than if you were cutting the inside and putting the wood in tension. I can’t argue with that. The tool worked
amazingly well by using it the same way you use a roughing gouge at the transition point between gouge and skew edges.
Lots of control that way.
Overall I got far more out of it than I had expected. The last few days I’ve practiced with some scrap limbs I
have at my shop and have pretty much instilled the process in my brain. It is unfortunate that we weren’t aware of the
wealth of information that was available in the workshop prior to his visit. I’ll work hard to make sure that doesn’t happen again.
As always, I highly recommend attending demonstrations and workshops even when it’s not an area of prime
interest. You never know what gem is hidden within.
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André Martel turning a lampshade demo - David Sweet

This month Lance Rossington demonstrated the process of turning a basic candlestick.
He began by sharing some tips on sharpening. He recommended that we all purchase a good grinder before buying a
lathe because “you can’t turn anything without sharp tools”. The different wheels and steel were also reviewed.
Next, to the lathe where he explained the importance of lathe maintenance…from lubricating the ways to filing our
tool rests to eliminate nicks.
We were given a piece of wood to practice the “woodturner’s scales” (beads and coves) with reminders about Anchor, Bevel, Cut and body position and movement.
Lance then stepped us through the turning of a candlestick from rounding off the blank, marking the various depths
of the piece with a parting tool, proper use of gouges and skew, and finishing with carnauba wax.

Thank you to Lance, Lorne and Gerry for another opportunity to benefit from your knowledge, practice proper
technique, challenge ourselves and enjoy the woodturning experience!
Thank you too to KMS Tools for supplying the venue and equipment for our class.

Join us in 2014 for the following Turning 101 workshops.
January 11th, 2014—Simple bowl
February 8th, 2014—Tea light
March date TBA— Potpourri dish
April 12th, 2014—Lidded box
May 10th, 2014—Wall clock
June 14th, 2014—Turning for fun
All classes are held at KMS Tools in Coquitlam from 9:00 am – 4:00 pm at a cost of only $25 for each full day’s session.
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Talk to the Hand, Lumberjack - Maarten Meerman
The GVWG lumberjack project is the club's entry in the AAW
collaborative chapter challenge, where members of an AAW chapter
(GVWG is chapter 130 of the AAW), make a joint wood tuning project.
The projects are supposed to show a cross-section of any group, including
different levels of experience and different techniques, yet being one project
that shows some consistency.
Ed Pretty came up with the 'Lumberjack' project, and everyone is
invited to add wooden turned 'jacks' to the pile. A small group met a few
days ago to discuss a few details, check out Ed's workshop and cookies,
and agree the size of the jacks and main ball.
The pile will be shipped to the AAW symposium in Phoenix, for June 13-15 this year, to be displayed on an oversized (36"-long) hand, together with a 12" diameter ball. This ball, made of many hundreds, nay thousands, pieces of
wood, showing open and closed segmenting, and wood pattern inlay in the shape of a jack, is being glued up as I write this,
and it was on display in its intermediate state during last meeting.
This month Lance Rossington demonstrated the process of turning a basic candlestick.
For those that still would like to join in, you can see sample dimensions of the jack on the diagram here. You can
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a lathe or some wood to make one. Or just to let Ed know that you are joining. We will want it finalized for the May
Lance then stepped us through the turning of a candlestick from rounding off the blank, marking the various depths
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there is a possibility that it will
therefore not come back, but at least the proceeds will go to the Guild and support the activities here.
Thank you to Lance, Lorne and Gerry for another opportunity to benefit from your knowledge, practice proper
Have some fun making an 8-inch jack, show us what you can come up with. and get your name engraved on the
technique, challenge ourselves and enjoy the woodturning experience!
ceremonial plaque that goes with it for eternal fame!
Thank you too to KMS Tools for supplying the venue and equipment for our class.

Join us in 2014 for the following Turning 101 workshops.
January 11th, 2014—Simple bowl
February 8th, 2014—Tea light
March date TBA— Potpourri dish
April 12th, 2014—Lidded box
May 10th, 2014—Wall clock
June 14th, 2014—Turning for fun
All classes are held at KMS Tools in Coquitlam from 9:00 am – 4:00 pm at a cost of only $25 for each full day’s session.
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Focus on Fundamentals - Neva Hilliard
Marco Berera was to do this month’s session but, unfortunately, he had a family matter which took him out of province. He will do the session on June 25th. We were fortunate that Ed Pretty agreed to do it at the last minute and he gave a
great presentation.
Ed spent the first portion of the session describing the AAW Chapter Challenge titled “Lumberjacks”. He explained
that the challenge is open to everyone in the Guild and you don’t have to be an experienced turner to contribute. To make
the jack you start with a cube (about two inches) and drill a center hole in each side. From each face drill to the center of the
cube only to minimize the error that will occur if you drill all the way through. When this is done put it between centers and
true-up each side. Ed then showed how to prepare the blanks for the six arms and described the steps in shaping the arm. If
anyone is interested in participating in the project they can email Ed for more information and detailed instructions.
After discussion about the Chapter Challenge Ed spent the rest of the time demonstrating the technique of turning
beads and coves. He reminded us about the ABC’s – anchor, bevel, cut. Anchor your tool on the tool rest, be conscious of
your posture with your feet apart, elbows in to your side and use your body to guide the tool. Bevel – start with the heel of
your tool on the wood and slowly bring it down to the toe until you achieve a light cut. Using a spindle gouge Ed showed the
technique used in making beads and coves. To make a bead you roll the gouge from an open position to a closed position.
Take small cuts and work toward the center of the bead. To make the cove start with the flute of the gouge closed and slowly
rotate it so that it is fully open when you reach the center of the cove. Work from left to right and watch the horizon of your
work to judge the shape. Ed emphasized the importance of always ‘riding the bevel’.
In closing Ed encouraged us to get an old piece of wood and practice tool control on a regular basis. The techniques
used in turning beads and coves are universally used in most turnings.
On behalf of the Guild I would like to thank Ed for his excellent and engaging presentation.
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